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(Cercié in the Crus of Beaujolais)

With Christophe Pacalet in the village of Cercié in the outskirts of Morgon

Christophe Pacalet symbolizes the past, present, and future of Beaujolais and its Crus.
He is young and plugged into the great traditions of Beaujolais. Like the majority of our
growers, his spends most of his time among his vines. Christophe talks passionately
about the Crus of Beaujolais and ages all of his Crus in the great traditions of neutral
Burgundy barrels. The press he uses is over a hundred-years old because it has the
gentlest extraction, avoiding harsh tannins. There are so few vignerons remaining in the
region, who go all this extra mile. It is not crowded along the extra mile.
Christophe loves cooking, He was a chef in a former life before he committed himself
fully into the equally back-breaking hard work life of vigneron. It is difficult to say how
much I am influenced by his love of food and wine. I find his wines to be so compellingly
delicious with all types of dishes. I often have his wines with a simple roasted chicken on
Sundays. Christophe Pacalet wines have the hallmarks of bright liveliness with
refreshing acidity that keep pumping, begging for a second glass. Above all, his wines
have that illusive description what the French call “drinkability”.
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CHÉNAS 2014

SKU: 669507 Speculative 750ml 12 bottles/ case
$25.19 Wholesale / $29.19 Retail per bottle

Chénas is one of the most compelling crus. The chance of
drinking a great Chénas is against you. There are only about
200 hectares of it. There are single Châteaux in Bordeaux that
have more hectares than that of entire Chénas. This cru is
named after the beautiful ancient oak trees (chêne in French)
that used to dot the landscape. This wine is full of roses and
spices. Very feminine and charming. If you have tasted his past
vintages of Chénas, you will know what I am talking about.

FLEURIE 2014

SKU: 133488 Speculative 750ml 12 bottles/case
$25.19 Wholesale / $29.19 Retail per bottle

Well, what more is there to say about the cru of Fleurie. Every
Beaujolais lover has her or his favourite. It is my favourite.
Beautifully balanced. A hint of spices with alluring floral nose.
This cru has everything in perfect balance. This balance comes
from the unique soil of sand, clay and volcanic soil in Fleurie.
Hand-picked grapes are fermented with natural yeasts in huge
open-top foudres (big oak barrels), where the wines are free to
breath. Then, the wine is pressed in a century-old press where it
takes 24 hours to complete. Then, the wine is transferred to
neutral Burgundy barrels to age for about a year prior to bottling.
FLEURIE 2014 (MAGNUMS)

SKU: 880310 Speculative
1.5 litre 6 bottles/ case
$51.04 Wholesale/ $59.19 Retail per bottle

Life is short; drink MAGNUMS. Try your best to cellar a bottle or two, even for a couple of
years. The evolution is the cellar is memorable.
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